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Helios Tube (0.5m) is an RGB – Amber – Mint LED

lighting Tube that has all the features of the popular

Titan Tube while offering a smaller format. It allows

mounting in areas where a Titan Tube wouldn’t fit and

also increases portability. This LED lighting Tube has 8

pixels, half the brightness of the Titan tube and just over

half its length. Colors and brightness are perfectly

matched to those of the Titan Tube`s.

Titan Tube (1m) is the ultimate LED tube for filmmakers,

TV studios and any creative person. It emits powerful,

tunable white with ultra-high color rendering as well as

colored light which can be applied to individual pixels or

the whole tube. The tube offers unlimited range of

usage; indoor or outdoor, AC-powered or on battery, on

the go with the AsteraApp, with wired or wireless DMX.

Astera has created the double length Hyperion Tube

(2m) which measures 2031mm and 79.96 inches.

Double the LEDs, double the batteries, double the

brightness, double the pixels and the same high-quality

light with App, CRMX and on-tube control and wired

DMX option.
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Monthly Products

grandMA3 onPC xPort Node
Every grandMA3 xPort Node is
designed for the ever-increasing
demands in touring and fixed
installation applications to build a
reliable and stable backbone of
synchronized data transportation. 

Ayrton Diablo
Ayrton’s latest innovation, Diablo, is
a versatile, feature-rich 300 W profile
luminaire based on the ultra-compact
Mistral format With a record output of
19,000 lumens and a total weight of
21.8 kg.

ChainMaster BGV-D8 Hoist
The compact form, robust aluminium
casing and low unladen weight of
ChainMaster rigging lifts guarantee
optimal handling in day-to-day use.

VMB TE-076
The TE-076 lifting tower consists of
five steel profiles with antirust
protection, painted with cured
polyester dust cover and is capable
of lifting 220kg to 6.5m. 
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Lastest News

150 CHAUVET Professional Ovation, Maverick, Rogue and COLORado units 

Nicosia Municipality Theatre takes gets an extensive all LED re-modeling of its
1,000 seat theatre! The new state-of-the-art lighting system consists of 150
CHAUVET Professional Ovation, Maverick, Rogue and COLORado units that
give a wide variety of options for the diverse range of productions the theatre
houses. V Hypersound & Light supplied the gear...

Read More

Vari-Lite VL6500 WASH
When you need lighting that has a
50,000+ lumen output and can easily
create split colors in the beam for
creative color effects, look no further
than the Vari-Lite VL6500 WASH.
This fixture features the iconic
Dicro*fusion radial diffusion system
for a classic look that is beloved by
lighting professionals...

Read More

Real-time tracking display with

Christie Pandoras Box®

Watch the full video

For More

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9kuda4JFow


Kupo Linear Power Distro Box
Streamline and compact, it is equipped
with various sockets for diverse needs.

 Watch the full video

 For More
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